SUBMISSION TO PLANNING INSPECTOR
to delete site MMO006 from the VALP
Site MMO006 forms an allocated site within the VALP for the development of a 7.7 hectare site for
170 dwellings. The sources informing the allocation of this site in the VALP are the HELAA and the
planning application 16/00151/AOP (see Policy D-MMO006, VALP). The allocation of this site in the
VALP needs to be reconsidered as a matter of urgency for the following reasons: HELAA v3
HELAA v3 (May 2016) deemed site MMO006 ‘unsuitable’ for development on the grounds that:
“Development would not relate to existing pattern of development of the village and there is no
suitable access to the land. Would extend village significantly north east into open countryside.”
There was overwhelming support for this designation in HELAA v3 in the Issues and Options
Consultation prior to its publication. The site was therefore not allocated for development in the
Draft VALP published for consultation during summer 2016, and a revised Settlement Hierarchy
reclassified Maids Moreton from a ‘large village’ to a ‘medium village’, deeming Maids Moreton even
less suitable for a large development. As the site was not included in the draft VALP, it was not
raised or commented on during the consultation period in Summer 2016.
HELAA v4: Lack of Evidence
Despite Maids Moreton being reclassified as a ‘medium’ village in the Settlement Hierarchy, ‘HELAA
v4’ (published just seven months later in January 2017), deemed site MMO006 as ‘suitable’ for 170
houses, even though the consultation on HELAA v3 showed agreement with the conclusion that the
site was ‘unsuitable’ for development in HELAA v3.
In the seven months between the publication of HELAA v3 and HELAA v4, the existing pattern of
development of the village did not change, neither did any access to the land, and it remains the
case that the development of that site would significantly extend the village north east into open
countryside – nothing about the site changed.
Pressure has been placed on AVDC to explain what evidence led to this change in HELAA v4.
Through various letters and Freedom of Information Requests addressed to AVDC, we have learnt
that “further information relating to the site in question” (see letter from AVDC to Rt Hon John
Bercow MP dated 18.04.19), together with “information from the site visit” by one AVDC planning
officer (see reply to FOI Request addressed to C Cumming) informed this change. Actual evidence
supporting this amendment is woefully lacking:
1.
2.
3.

4.

We do not know what this “further information relating to the site in question” was, despite
repeated requests to see the information.
We do not know the date of the planning officer’s site visit, nor can AVDC tell us which planning
officer carried out the site visit – there is no diary entry or written record of this site visit.
We have been told that the planning officer who made the site visit was not the same planning
officer who made the decision to amend the HELAA (see reply to FOI Request addressed to C
Cumming). The information from this site visit, which must have been recorded as a report
prepared as supporting evidence for the amendment in the HELAA, has not been disclosed.
AVDC has informed us that “There was no meeting and there is no paper with a
recommendation” relating to the re-designation of the site as ‘suitable’ for development (see
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5.

6.

7.

reply to FOI Request addressed to K Pryke). In effect, there is no evidence supporting the
change to the HELAA.
AVDC has informed us that “no discussion took place regarding the impacts on Foscote” (see
reply to FOI Request addressed to N. Grima) and “no discussion took place regarding the impacts
on Foscote Lane” (see reply to FOI Request addressed to R Scott), despite Foscote being the
neighbouring hamlet and the road through Foscote being the most direct route from the site to
the A422.
In fact, AVDC has said:
• “The decision on HELAA suitability was made informally by AVDC Planning Policy officers”
(see reply to FOI Request addressed to A Ralph)
• “There is no evidence in the form of minutes and emails…..the process was done informally
by AVDC planning policy officers with verbal discussions” (see reply to FOI Request
addressed to R Scott).
• “There are no minutes as there was no formal meeting held” in relation to the decision to
amend the HELAA (see reply to FOI Request addressed to A Ralph).
• “The decision [to amend the HELAA] was made by AVDC Planning Officers, informally, it was
not made at a committee or any capacity formally recorded. The decision was made in
December 2016-January 2017.” (see reply to FOI Request addressed to D Child).
We have repeatedly been referred to the AVDC website to see evidence supporting the
allocation of this site in the VALP. However, there is no supporting evidence available on the
AVDC website relating to the allocation of this site and AVDC has refused to help guide us to this
‘evidence’ on the website (if it exists).

VALP para 4.120 says:
“The allocations in the Local Plan are based on the Council’s HELAA. This is a strategic assessment of
the availability and suitability of land for development providing a key component of the evidence
base to inform the Local Plan.” (underline added)
However, there is no evidence underpinning this amendment to HELAA v4 on which the
Inspector can rely, so allocation of this site in the VALP is in breach of NPPF (2012) para 158,
which states:
“Each local planning authority should ensure that the Local Plan is based on adequate, up-to-date
and relevant evidence.”
According to NFFP (2012) para 182, at the examination stage policy MMO006 can only be found
‘sound’ if it is:
“based on proportionate evidence.”
HELAA v4: Lack of Consultation
The NPPF (2012) para 155 states:
“Early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods…is essential. A wide
section of the community should be proactively engaged, so that the Local Plans, as far as possible,
reflect a collective vision.”
On p. 24 of the AVDC Issues and Options Consultation Document dated October 2015, it says:
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“The main source of potentially suitable land is the HELAA. This assesses the suitability of available
sites in a transparent, consistent way according to an established methodology”
The HELAA Methodology (May 2015) para 1.20 says:
“The PPG recommends that local authorities should work in partnership with all interested parties in
the production of the HELAA…stakeholders will reflect those categories identified in the PPG:
[including] parish and town councils.”
The HELAA Methodology (May 2015) para 1.21 also says:
“As a minimum each local planning authority will carry out the following: ….A draft report will be
published for key stakeholders to review individual sites, prior to the Council finalising the
study….Where details are known, landowners/developers/agents will be contacted for each site to
provide information on deliverability….Involvement of stakeholders at these times is vital in ensuring
Councils assessment process is realistic and informed.”
Appendix 2 of HELAA v4 also acknowledges the importance of ‘stakeholder’ involvement:
“The Planning Practice Guidance advises that the HELAA should be prepared with the involvement of
key stakeholders including ……. Parish and town councils…”
The Planning Practice Guidance (para 3-008 dated 06.03.14) in fact states that both “local
communities” and “parish and town councils” should be involved in the HELAA process.
However, Maids Moreton Parish Council was not involved, informed or consulted during the
preparation of HELAA v4, despite there being a substantial change which would have a profound
effect on the settlement. Neither were Foscote Parish Meeting, nor Buckingham Town Council, not
the local community more generally.
Other than publication on the AVDC website, there was no specific notification of the amendment in
HELAA v4 to Maids Moreton Parish Council, Buckingham Town Council, Foscote Parish Meeting or
any residents, and there was certainly no opportunity to comment or object to this amendment.
AVDC has agreed “There was no consultation with the Parish Council on the change to the HELAA
entry for MMO006” and “There was no consultation with the Parish Meeting specifically on the
change on the HELAA entry for MMO006” (see reply to FOI Request addressed to K Pryke): the
amendment to HELAA v4 was made in breach of both the HELAA Methodology and the Planning
Policy Guidance.
Appendix 2, HELAA v4 says:
“During summer 2016, further comments were received, this time on the HELAA v3 report and these
informed the preparation of HELAA v4”
This statement does not apply to site MMO006. The amendment in respect of site MMO006 was
contrary to ALL but one of the comments in the extensive public consultation relating to HELAA v3 in
March 2016. There has been no consultation at all in relation to the amendment in HELAA v4 other
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than consultation exclusively with the developer (see para 6.10 in the Housing Topic Paper, Jan
2018), who stands to have a substantial financial gain in developing this site.
The statutory six week consultation immediately preceding submission of the draft VALP to the
Inspector is not a consultation on the suitability of sites in the HELAA, and it certainly does not give
rise to any changes to the HELAA.
HELAA v4: Incorrect Methodology
We have been informed that the decision to amend the site suitability in HELAA v4 “was based on
information from the site visit and carrying out the HELAA methodology [as published in May 2015,
Central Buckinghamshire Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment Methodology]” (see
reply to FOI request addressed to Mrs L Robinson).
However, according to the HELAA methodology:
•

•

“The following environmental constraints will be carefully considered [when determining
suitability of a site]…..Grade 1, 2 and 3 agricultural land quality, long distance views, Listed
buildings, public rights of way, noise and pollution constraints” (para 2.15). We have seen no
evidence that these were taken into consideration by the planning officers when re-designating
the site as ‘suitable’ for development.
“in relation to the suitability for economic development: whether the site has/can gain access to
the strategic transport network. The time needed to access the strategic network will be
considered….also known congestion levels.”(para 2.21). As far as we can ascertain, the
supporting evidence in determining this site as ‘suitable’ was the transport report submitted by
the developer as part of planning application 16/00151/AOP. This transport report was the
outcome of a desktop exercise, and is factually incorrect and incomplete (see comments below
relating to Highways), and was not acceptable to Buckingham County Highways at the time of
the amendment to HELAA v4.

From Planning Practice Guidance (www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-and-economic-land-availabilityassessment) - “What factors should be considered when assessing the suitability of sites/broad
locations for development?”, it clearly states:
• “potential impacts including the effect upon landscapes including landscape features, nature and

heritage conservation;

• environmental/amenity impacts experienced by would be occupiers and neighbouring areas.”

The negative impacts of development on Site MMO006 on “neighbouring areas and existing
residents” will be substantial. These considerations have not been assessed, so the amendment in
HELAA v4 again has not been made in accordance with the PPG or the HELAA Methodology.
VALP: Hearing Session 34
Following the amendment to the HELAA, site MMO006 was included in the Proposed Submission
VALP (November 2017). This received 72 objections during the consultation period, which ran from
2.11.17 through to 14.12.17 and was the first opportunity that Buckingham Town Council, Maids
Moreton Parish Council, Foscote Parish Meeting and members of the public were given to comment
on the allocation of the site for development. This six week consultation period was not an
opportunity to comment on the ‘suitability’ of the site, as has been suggested by AVDC, nor did it
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give rise to any discourse with local communities or the local Council, or give rise to amendments
prior to the Examination Stage of the VALP.
During the Examination of the VALP, the Inspector raised substantial queries regarding the
allocation of site MMO006 (see questions 48, 72 and 104). Question 72, in particular, dealt with the
objections relating to site MMO006. The Inspector requested that this be dealt with at an open
hearing together with other sites to which questions 48 and 104 referred. However, in a written
response to Question 72, AVDC said it proposed to delete site MMO006 from the VALP as a major
modification. This was reiterated in AVDC’s response to question 104, which the Inspector accepted
as a satisfactory answer. The written responses stating that AVDC would delete the site from the
VALP was the only information made available to Regulation 19 objectors, and informed their
understanding that participation in Hearing Session 34 would not be necessary in relation to site
MMO006.
However, last minute evidence relating to site MMO006 (some received as late as 16 July 2018),
which has never been shared or discussed with the local councils or residents and was not made
available on the AVDC website, was received by the Inspector. This led to the Inspector reinstating
site MMO006 as an agenda item in Hearing session 34 to obtain ‘clarity’ in relation to this site.
Participants to the Hearing were informed of this change but the Participants at this stage only
included two of the Regulation 19 objectors to site MMO006. The remaining 70 objectors were
never informed about AVDC’s change of position and, therefore, never given the opportunity to
participate in the Hearing Session.
At this session concerns, particularly relating to the scale and context of the continued allocation for
170 dwellings, were raised but these concerns have not been addressed. The continued allocation
of the site, as far as we are aware, has been predominantly on the basis of the access issue, which
has only been discussed with AVDC and the developer – never local residents or councils. All other
concerns with the allocation - which have been raised in objections, by the Inspector and are
detailed in this submissions document - have been ignored, and Regulation 19 objectors have not
had an opportunity to be heard. Due to this failure of process, the continued allocation of site
MMO006 undermines the VALP and leaves it vulnerable to a legal challenge.
VALP: Inadequate consideration to the Highways
A settlement of 170 houses will significantly increase traffic from cars and service vehicles, and both
access points to the development are onto narrow rural lanes, particularly to the south of the site.
Most traffic from site MMO006 will head to either Milton Keynes or Aylesbury and beyond. There
are several routes that could be used:
•

Walnut Dr to Main St (which is a narrow village road) then right to Towcester Rd and through
Buckingham. Buckingham centre is already over-crowded by traffic and the proposed two traffic
lanes being painted outside the Old Gaol are unlikely to mitigate this;

•

Walnut Dr to Main St then left along Main St (a narrow village road) and Church St and Mill Lane
(referred to by the developer and County Council as ‘College Farm Road’) to A422. During
morning rush hour, turning left onto the A422 from this junction is hard, turning right for
Aylesbury and beyond is impossible. In the evening, the reverse is true. Traffic from Milton
Keynes has great difficulty turning right into Mill Lane and causes long tailbacks sometimes as far
as the Foscote junction. The proposed surface markings and warning signs are an inadequate
solution, even with the right turn lane into Mill Lane coming from MK towards Buckingham;
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•

Exiting the site into Foscote Rd, turning left and then turning right through the hamlet of Foscote
to A422. This route has not been addressed by the developer, AVDC or the Highways Agency,
and yet it is the most likely route for all traffic heading to Milton Keynes. The road through
Foscote is a very narrow, single tracked gated lane which travels across two open fields of
livestock. There is no passing point or refuge and virtually no visibility for oncoming traffic.
Traffic calming measures on this road would not be suitable for what is beautiful, open and
unspoilt agricultural countryside and, in its present form it certainly could not support traffic
from an additional 170 houses. Despite many calls by Foscote Parish Meeting and Foscote
residents for this to be assessed, no assessment of this route has been made during the course
of the current planning application on which the allocation of the site for development in the
VALP relies.

•

It is possible to avoid the gated Foscote Lane by going towards Leckhampstead on Foscote Road,
deemed to be a ‘failed road’ by the Highways Authority, but this is a long diversion along a single
track country lane, and the exit from it onto the A422 is very difficult as is that from Foscote
Lane. In both cases the same limitation on turning onto the A422 would apply as to trying to join
the A422 from Mill Lane.

•

Exiting the site into Foscote Rd, turning right then either via Church St and Mill lane to A422 or
turning right and along either Main St or via Church St and Avenue Rd to Towcester Rd. The
same difficulties apply as noted above for traffic leaving via Walnut Drive.

An inaccurate 700 page traffic report prepared by the developer for planning application
16/00151/OAP has informed the allocation of this site. This flawed and incomplete report was not
accepted by Buckingham County Council Highways until 16 July 2018 (long after the amendment to
the HELAA), when it was re-assessed following a series of telephone conference calls between the
developer and BCC to resolve the issue in time for the re-instated VALP Hearing Session 34 on 17 July
2018.
However, these conference calls continued through to August 2018, as confirmed by Tim Thurley of
BCC Highways in the revised assessment letter dated 30.11.18:
“Following my previous consultation response, the applicant submitted a further Highway Technical
Note dated June 2018 in order to address my concerns. A number of conference calls were then held
with the applicant during July and August in order to discuss and address remaining issues.”
In light of this, it is concerning that the Inspector has relied on this transport report and BCC
Highway’s hurried withdrawal of their objections to accommodate the VALP Hearing Session, whilst
clearly issues remained unresolved. It is an inescapable conclusion that a 170 house development
will generate traffic wholly disproportionate for single track country lanes through the centre of a
village and onwards through the neighbouring hamlet.
VALP: Consideration of the rural setting
The developer’s attempt in the current planning application to address the inevitable traffic
problems by proposing ‘road improvements’ and ‘traffic calming measures’ seeks to turn village
roads into ‘town centre’ style roads by adding pavements, roundabouts and street lighting, which is
in breach of one of the twelve core principles of NPPF (2012) para 17:
“Planning should take account of the different roles and character of different areas…. recognising
the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside….”
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Given the rural setting of site MMO006, a development of this magnitude would be inconsistent with
Policy BE3 of VALP, which states:
“Planning permission will not be granted where the proposed development would unreasonably harm
any aspect of the amenity of existing residents.” (underline added)
Para 8.47 of VALP clarifies that ‘amenity’ includes:
“…privacy, noise, light pollution, fumes or odours, excessive or speeding traffic.”
A 170 house development on the edge of a rural village which would require every vehicle from the
site to travel through the village in order to reach a main road would cause an unreasonable amount
of excessive traffic to the rural community.
Para 9.51 of VALP refers to para 112, NPPF (2012):
“The NPPF sets out that the poorer quality agricultural land should be prioritised for development
over higher grades. The Council’s approach to site allocations as advised by the Housing and
Economic Development Land Availability Assessment (2016) follows this advice” (bold/underline
added)
This paragraph is correct in that HELAA 2016 (version 3) did designate site MMO006 as unsuitable for
development. However, the allocation of site MMO006 in the draft VALP has actually been informed
by HELAA 2017 (version 4), which has failed to take into account the fact that site MMO006 is good
quality agricultural land.
In an email exchange between the developer and the planning officer dated 18.02.19, an agricultural
land report found that the majority of this site is classed as Grade 3a land (good and versatile
agricultural land). Para 9.51 of VALP goes on to say:
“However, a Local Plan policy approach is needed to safeguard any other agricultural land sites that
come forward over the VALP period that could affect the best and most versatile agricultural land.”
Given that it is HELAA v4 which has incorrectly informed the allocation of this site, site MMO006
must be deleted from the VALP in order to secure the protection afforded by para 9.51, or it will be
in breach of para 112, NPPF (2012) which states:
“Local planning authorities should take into account the economic and other benefits of the best and
most versatile agricultural land. Where significant development of agricultural land is demonstrated
to be necessary, local planning authorities should seek to use poorer quality land in preference to
that of higher quality.”
It is, in fact, one of the twelve core principles of NPPF (2012), para 17:
“Allocations of land for development should prefer land of lesser environmental value”
Protection of Heritage buildings
It is one of the core principles of NPPF (2012), para 17 to:
“conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed
for their contribution to the quality of life of this and future generations.”
Main Street is part of the Maids Moreton Conservation Area and has twelve Grade II listed houses,
mainly 17th and 18th century cottages, timber-framed, thatched and without foundations. The
vibration impact on old listed buildings lacking foundations along Main St, and the necessary changes
around the 14th century Grade I listed church to accommodate the huge increase in traffic have not
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been considered, although the church is only 9.6m from the road, perched on higher ground
supported by a historic retaining wall.
The NPPF (2012), para 129 states:
“Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance of any heritage asset
that may be affected by a proposal (including by development affecting the setting of a heritage
asset) taking account of the available evidence and any necessary expertise.”
There has been no detailed report on the significance of these heritage assets to the village of Maids
Moreton, nor to the likely adverse effects of the proposed road layout on the setting of these
buildings, or the undoubtedly increased volume of traffic, all of which will have to pass these
buildings to get to Milton Keynes or Aylesbury.
NPPF (2012), para 132 states:
“When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated
heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation…. Significance can be
harmed or lost through….development within its setting.”
The allocation of this site for development in the VALP has not given any weight whatsoever to the
heritage assets that will be affected. The increased traffic and the proposed road layout around the
village, and in particular around the Grade I listed church, will cause significant and direct harm to
the setting of these historic buildings.
Para 141 of VALP says:
“Local planning authorities should make information about the significance of the historic
environment gathered as part of plan-making or development management publicly accessible.”
There has been no information gathering exercise in relation to the historic buildings which will be
affected by the development of site MMO006, either at the time of the amendment to the HELAA, or
subsequently in relation to the allocation of this site for development in the VALP. It also breaches
policy BE1 of VALP:
“All development….should seek to conserve heritage assets in the manner appropriate to their
significance, including their setting.”
Undue influence from the developer
AVDC’s response to the Inspector’s questions stating that they would delete MMO006 from the
VALP set off an exchange of emails on 04.07.18 between John Dillon (Managing Director of David
Wilson Homes) and Jeff Membery (Assistant Director of Customer Fulfilment at AVDC). John Dillon
wrote:
“The reason for me writing to you is I have been made aware that there is a risk of the site currently
drafted as a housing allocation under Policy D-MMO006 in the VALP, being removed from the
allocation….This is obviously a big concern to me….Can you please advise/help me with this in order
to ensure that this application which has been running since January 2016 can remain in the housing
plan”
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In response to this email, Jeff Membery’s reply of 5.7.18 states:
“Good Morning John, The VALP is the responsibility of my colleague Will Rysdale, however Will and I
work very closely together as do the experts on planning in the two areas Charlotte Stevens and
Susan Kitchen. I have copied them all in to this response so that they are aware of your concerns and
the current position with the site.”
Also, on 4.7.18 the developer’s agent, Richard Colson of CC Town Planning, emailed the AVDC
planning officer working on the VALP, which he copied to the Inspector’s Programme Officer:
“…we feel it is prudent to make you aware of the progress being made in regard of the future
development of the site and the advancement of technical work since the submission of the VALP.
Whilst I spoke to your colleague Lucie de la Mothe on Tuesday of this week, I thought I would email
you on the basis of where we are in respect of application reference 16/00151/AOP (Maids Moreton)
which, for clarity, is currently drafted as a housing allocation under Policy D-MMO006 in the VALP.
“….At this time and via a BCC formal response we anticipate that there will be no highway objections
to this application and therefore the commentary in regards to issues in accessing the site (AVDC
Response to Inspector Q72) is factually inaccurate. Therefore, with no technical objections to the
future development of the site, the proposed allocation should remain.”
Through submitting a planning application on this site before the allocation of sites in the VALP has
been agreed and adopted, David Wilson Homes has provided evidence and exercised a degree of
undue influence over the process for allocating site MMO006 for development in the VALP.
On 16.7.18 (the day before Hearing Session 34), Edmund Fox (Planning Manager at David Wilson
Homes) emailed the Programme Officer with a statement responding to issues raised by the
Inspector.
“We have prepared a brief statement (attached) to support this position and to respond to some of
the issues raised by the Inspector.”
This was rejected by the Programme Officer, as David Wilson Homes had not submitted any
comments at the Regulation 19 stage, so was not eligible for submitting documents at the
Examination Stage. However, the report was also attached to an email from John Dillon to Jeff
Membery and Will Rysdale of AVDC on 16.7.18:
“Following on from previous correspondence I can confirm that Christine Urry will be in a position to
tell the inspector tomorrow she has no objection on the grounds of highways. In addition, please find
attached an updated statement we have prepared on the planning application and deliverability on
the site. I hope this can be considered as part of the hearing discussion tomorrow.” [underline
added]
AVDC has confirmed that “formal correspondence received on planning application 16/00151/AOP….
informed verbal discussion between AVDC officers and Buckinghamshire County Council officers
concerning the allocation of site MMO006 in the VALP” (see reply to FOI Request addressed to C
Cumming).
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The allocation of the site in VALP should be assessed independently on the suitability of the site for
development and the soundness of policy MMO006. This judgement should not influenced by the
progress of a planning application submitted to AVDC together with a hurried series of emails and
conference calls between AVDC, the developer and BCC persuading BCC to prematurely remove their
objection to the planning application in time for the re-instated Hearing Session – particularly as this
was done without public scrutiny and without the knowledge of any other Regulation 19 objectors.
Settlement Hierarchy Assessment
Maids Moreton has been incorrectly classified as a ‘medium sized’ village in the settlement
hierarchy. It has a smaller population than the average population for a medium sized village and, in
the absence of an hourly bus service and only having one infant school (covering less than half the
seven primary school years), it only meets a marginal 5 of the key criteria, when medium villages are
supposed to meet 6 to 7 of the key criteria (see Annex 1 and Annex 2 at the end of this document).
Even if marginal, the classification of Maids Moreton as a medium village for the purposes of VALP
puts it on the ‘smaller’ end of a medium sized village. However, looking at the VALP plans for
housing in medium villages, Maids Moreton has not been given a fair proportion. See Annex 1 and
Annex 2 below which show that 170 houses in Maids Moreton is more than four times the average
for all medium villages of the number of houses per 100 people. The development of this site would
increase the population of the village by more than 60%.
Para 4.153 of VALP details allocations of less than 40 houses at the five other ‘medium’ villages:
Cuddington (21), Ickford (20), Marsh Gibbon (9), Newton Longville (17) and Quainton (37).
Given that Maids Moreton has an astounding 170 house development, we refer you to para 4.152 of
VALP:
“Newton Longville and Maids Moreton have an excess of suitable HELAA sites beyond a reasonable
amount for a medium village, and so the most sustainable site has been selected.” [bold and
underline added]
We refer you to the Sustainability Appraisal of the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (submitted as
technical evidence supporting the submission Plan), and in particular the Technical Annex to the
Sustainability Study dated September 2017 in which the sustainability of five options in Maids
Moreton were considered in detail.
Option 5 in this technical annex deals with the allocation of site MMO006, and it concludes that
Option 5 is the LEAST sustainable of all five options considered, with the lowest possible score of ‘5’
in the areas of travel/transport and pollution. Para 4.152 of VALP is therefore factually incorrect,
and it cannot under any circumstances be found by the Inspector as ‘sound’.
The Council includes in this technical annex a response to their disingenuous finding of site MMO006
being the most sustainable:
“…one important factor is the potential for the site to the north (MMO006) to deliver a new children’s
play area”
The provision of a children’s play area has little weight in the sustainability study, other than a minor
consideration in ‘community sustainability’. Even in this area of the sustainability study, the
provision of the play area is acknowledged but still does not tip the balance in favour of site
MMO006 (scoring only ‘2’ in Community, whilst options 1 and 3 score ‘1’).
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According to the Sustainability Study, the order of sustainability for allocation of sites in Maids
Moreton is as follows, with the most sustainable being listed first working down in order to the least
sustainable:
1. Option 1 (nil allocations) – the MOST sustainable
2. Option 3 (MMO004 and MMO005)
3. Option 2 (MMO001)
4. Option 4 (MMO001, MMO004 and MMO005)
5. Option 5 (MMO006) – the LEAST sustainable
It is noted that sites MMO004 and MMO005 have not been considered on their own merits as
individual sites.
Newton Longville, the village viewed in VALP as comparable with Maids Moreton in terms of
availability of sites exceeding reasonable development for the size of the settlement, has a
population over double the size of the Maids Moreton population, a shop, a post office and a full
primary school. However, a site of only 17 houses has been allocated to Newton Longville in the
VALP.

Annex 1: New House per 100 Residents and Criteria Met
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Annex 2: Extract from Settlement Hierarchy Assessment report Appendix A: Aylesbury Vale Settlement Audit Assessment September 2017
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Qualitative Assessment
Settlement Hierarchy
Outcome

Secondary school

Place of worship

Library

Pharmacy

Total number of Criteria
met

Total Number of Key
Services

Primary Schools

Non-key Services

Recreation ground/
playing fields

Village/ community hall

GP facility

Post office

Pubs

Food Stores

Number of Employment
Units

Key Services
Routes operating less
than 5 days a week

Routes operating less
frequently 5 or more days
a week

Train station

Distance to large service
centre

Number of Houses in
387

X5 Oxford - Cambridge
Bus routes operating at
X60/60 Maids Moreton
least hourly
- Aylesbury

847

Connectivity & Public Transport

1.3 miles to
Buckingham

847 *

Pop by parish

Settlement population

Settlement Size

Total Number of Non-key
Services

Maids Moreton

Moderate population
size and very well
connected to a large
service centre (adjoins
Medium
Buckingham) Also has an Village
hourly or more bus
service and good
provision of key services.

(* = only parish population available)
Defining the criteria for ‘Medium Villages’
5.15 In developing a criteria for medium villages, the settlements were defined as typically having a population of between around 600 and 2,000 and have between 6 – 7 of the key
criteria (within 4 miles of a service centre, employment of 20 units or more, food store, pub, post office, GP, village hall, recreation facilities, primary school, hourly or more bus
service and train station).
Characteristics of ‘medium villages’
5.16 To some extent the provision of facilities in each settlement reflects the size of the population, but a medium village has at least six of the key criteria. In total 19 settlements
were defined as a ‘medium village’ and the medium villages have an average population of 1,152. There are some exceptions to this such as Stewkley which has 5 of the key criteria
but a large population.
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